
 

June 4&5 – Prayer Sheet 
*indicates member 

 

New Prayer Requests 
Please pray for Michael and Julie Graves who suffered a tragic loss of 
their home on May 26.  Thankfully, Michael and Julie made it out of the 
house safely, but with only the clothes they were wearing.  The fire  
destroyed everything they owned in the house. 
 
Sharon Smith – father being taken off ventilator (Daniel Revard)  

 
God’s Comfort and Peace 

For the family of Jason Castellano (nephew of Kay Hathaway) who died 
on May 20th.  Please especially pray for his mother, Joan Castellano, 
who is recovering from a quadruple bypass during this sad time. 
 
Lord, please comfort all who mourn with Your divine peace. 

 

Continuing Care  
The people of Ukraine. 
*Richard Hurt-in rehabilitation center; recovering from COVID 
*Herm Schmidt-injury from a fall 
*Nelson Latona-knee surgery on June 1st 

*Michelle Teves-dislocated arm 

*Amy Zimmerman 
*Pastor Ralph 
*Betty Mills 
*Steve Deines 
*Barbara Reuter 
*Haley & Christina Payne 
*Richard Hurt 



*Bernice Mussey 
*Lorraine Lutz 
*Barbara Jackson 
*Gerda Gerber 
*Beth Sinclitico  
*Jennifer Gerdes 
*George Matthew 
*Doug Franklin  
*Kathryn Boynton 
*Tomiko Sakai 
*Shirley Kapusciarz 
*Al and Priscilla Holz 
*Jean Walters 
*Derek Hill 
*Samuel Preston 
*Gary Brodersen 
 
Bette Hinrichs-severe infection from hip replacement (Brown) 
Billy Michael-hip surgery (McKinney) 
Ruthann Lutz-kidney disease (Santone)  
Aunt Debbie-cardiac catherization on April 7 (Hathaway) 
Afghan woman-kidney tumor (Moy) 
Rev. John Kassouf of Redeemer in Fredericksburg-infection/hospitalized 
Duncan Hanak-1 yr old; surgery to remove kidneys (Stuparitz) 
Lyra-Afghan baby who had cleft palate surgery (Moy)  
Karen Schneider-hospitalized/auto immune disorder (Moy) 
Karen Richardson-hip replacement 6/6 (Beasley) 
Susan Wenger-extensive foot & ankle surgery (Wenger) 
Alice Baxter-broken hip (Caputo) 
Bill Schmidt–46 yr. old with ALS; disease progressing quickly (Thomas) 
Kevin Murphy-health issues (Murphy) 
Diane Miller-Parkinson’s disease (Miller) 
Rev. Donald Meyer-broken leg; surgery required; 91 yrs. old (Thode) 
Melissa Lee’s parents–poor health 
Steve Nichols–ALS 
Paisley–(Paul and Jane Milligan) 
Bill Schmidt–46 yr. old with ALS; disease progressing quickly (Thomas) 
Alma Winston–worsening dementia (Rob Winston) 



 
Cancer 
*Jim Rowley  
*John Ohman 
*Greg Sinclitico 
*Sharon Collins 
*Benny Hockersmith 
*Bill Kovatch 
 
Elizabeth—multiple myeloma (Malek-Zadeh’s daughter) 
Sue–breast cancer (Nepodals) 
Kim Knight–breast cancer and surgery (Stark) 
Max–stage four melanoma (Zimmerman) 
Ernst Heinrichson–cancer (Kelty) 
Melinda Reidy-CLL Leukemia 
Jason Mooney–colon cancer (Brodersen) 
Sara Gregg–cancer treatments (Maloney) 
Brandon Schomber–Sarcoma cancer (Stuparitz) 
Annette Kanoy–aggressive cancer (Straw) 
Sandy Mincks–cancer (Straw) 
Jason Felder–recently diagnosed with prostate cancer (Johnson) 
Kevin Murphy–skin cancer surgery (J. Murphy) 
Dan–41 years old/aggressive cancer (S. Wenger) 
Lenore–needs pain relief from cancer treatments (Bienhoff) 
Ute Springstubbe–upcoming radiation treatments (Kelty) 
Ashley Hawthorne–receiving treatment for cancer (Salmi) 
Quinne Schmidt–stage 3 pancreatic cancer (C. Thomas) 
Richard Deane Best–prostate cancer; spiritual health (Gillmann) 
Roger Gong–cancer–will forego chemotherapy (Moy) 
Adam–Colon cancer (Brown) 
Mary Kolesar–stage four lung cancer (Dellermann) 
Roger Marchione–struggling with cancer (Plost) 
Dennis Henderson-end of life comfort; stage 4 kidney cancer (Klett) 
Vinny Jackson-undergoing chemo treatments (Stuparitz) 
Terry Fadel–recently diagnosed w/breast cancer (Wolfgram) 
Tamari Bingham-cancer found in lymph-nodes (McKay) 
Sophia-broken ankle (Dellermann) 



Connie Hannan-recovery from knee surgery (Caputo) 
Mary Wilkerson-chemo complications (J. Miller) 
Barbara Simpson-stage 4 ovarian cancer (Albers) 
Samantha-cancer; recovering from COVID (Urps) 
Kathy Fields-breast cancer (McKay) 
 

Spiritual and Emotional Needs 

*Dewayne Scott 
Joshua Payne  
Steve Shaddrix 
Tom P. 

Chris Portch 
Branden 
Gene 
Haven Hair 

 
Caregivers 
Ken & Melissa Lee-caring for parents 
Suzanne Grose-caregiver & has breast cancer 
Marianne Rowley-caring for Jim Rowley 
Roberta Kuse-caring for Robert Kuse  
Dale Boynton-caregiver for his wife Kathryn  
Ramon Winston–caring for his wife, Alma 
Sande–caregiver for her son Max (Zimmerman) 
Zemichael & Haymanot–Pastor Mezmur’s parents caring for Nigist 
Lenita Hockersmith–caring for her husband, Benny 
  

Deployed 
 

We give thanks for the dedication and sacrifice of the 
brave men and women who work to safeguard our 
freedom, both here at home and abroad. We pray 

especially for those who may be in dangerous places 
and in harm’s way serving in civilian roles. We ask God 

to protect their families while they are away, as we 
mourn the fallen, and rejoice with those who have 

returned home safely.   
 

Nic Gruesen–deployed (Dellermann) 
Harrison Stewart–deployed (Corman) 

Nicholas Lawrence–on the US Vinson (Caputo) 

 



 
  
 


